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QN A CLASS OF BALANCED HYPERGRAPHS 
Let P be nn arborcscencc, and let F, = {U,, , I/, ). F, = { \y,, . . , V, } bc two systems 
consisting of directed s&paths of P. MIntmax theorems and algorithms UC proved concerning the 
so called bi-pcrth system (P; F,,. F, ). One can define a hypqraph to every hi-path system. The 
class of t hcsc “Ri -p&a ” hypergraphs is closed under forminp of dual, sub and partial hypergaph. 
Every hi-path hypergraph is balanced but not ncces%arily unimtdulur. 
0. 
Minimax theorems concerning finite interval system are well known since many 
years. For example the theorem of Gallai [l] states: in the interval system 
I = {I*, 12, . . . , L,) defined on a line the maximurn number of pairwise disjoint 
intervals af i is equal tt> the minimum number of covering paints. The dual version 
of Gallai’s theorem also holds: the minimum number <,f covering intervals is equal 
to the maximum number af vertices from which every interval contains at most one 
vertex. The direct proofs of such theorems are simple but they follow from the fact 
that an interval hypergraph is unimodular. For the sake of exactness we shall speak 
about the subpa~hs of a directed path instead of an interval system, that is WC 
csnsidcr a directed path P, as a graph, and the subpaths of P instead of the line and 
its intervals respectively. We can obtain a generalization of such a system if P is not 
a directed path but an arborescence. 
1. 
Definiitian 1.1. Let P = {x I, x2, . . . , x,) be a finite set of poi,its and (3 (P, E i a 
directed tree such that every vertex of G can be reached by a directed path from x I. 
The graph G is callt A an arbtescencu with r0ot xi. 
Remark. A directed path is an arbnrescencc. 
llemtTwr 12. Let F, = {U,, Uh . .., Uk ) be a system of directed subpaths of an 
arb~~~~~nc~ G (P* E) such that every vertex of G is contained in some U,. The 
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Fig. 1. An arborescence 
hypergraph (P, FU) is called a path hypergraph. (U, is the <et of vertices of the 
subpath.) 
Proposition 1.3. The subhypergruphs and the partial hypergraphs of a path hyper- 
graph ate also path hypergraphs. 
Obvious! 
Proposition 1.4. me path hypergraphs are unimoduiar. 
I recall an equivalent definition of unimodularity: the hypergraph is unimodulat 
if every subhypergraph of it has an -:quitabIe 2-colouring (21. An arborescence is 2 
chromatic and a 2 colouring of the tirborcscence gives an equitable 2-colourfng of 
the path hypergraph, hence Proposition 1.4 folIows. 
On the basis of the Proposition I.4 the aforemeritioned theorems are true for 
path hypergraphs. Some theorems and algorithms of [3] generalize the theorem of 
Gatlai. At the first generalization we assigned a non-negative integer ci to every 
vertex xi of G (P, E) and sought the maximum number of paths of Fu such that 
every vertex xi is contained in at mcrst Ci of these paths. In the second generaliza- 
tion we assigned anon-negative integer si to every path Ui of E, an< wanted to find 
a maximum set S of distinct vertices so that IS n U, 1~ s, for every path U,. 
One can pose a number of similar questions for path hypergraphs for example 
wh2p is the minimum number of distinct paths of FU so that every vertex xi is 
contained in at feast Ci of these paths, or what is the maximum size of t be vertex set 
S so that every path Ui contains at most St vertices from S. Further questions arise 
when we al!ow several copies of the paths or vertices. 
For a unified approach of these probtems we generalize the notion of path 
hy;lergraph. The base of the generalization is that we consider the vertices of 
G (p9 E > as paths of J.:ngth 0, delete this restriction thereafter. More exactfy: 
Definition 1.5. Let G (P, E ) he an atborescence with roclt x ,. F, = 
{U,, u2, * * *, L-L), F, = (C’,, v:,. . *, V,*,! arc two path systems consisting of dircctcd 
subpaths c?f G such that c~ery path of one system intersects at %N one path of the 
other. The system (P; F,. F, ) is called a bi -path system. 
Index condition. Suppose that the indices of F” and F, have the property that 
when the initial vertex of U, (V, ) is nearer to the root of the arborescence than that 
of U, (V,) then i <j. 
Definition 1.6. A family F: of distinct paths of F, iq oallcd indeyendant &th respect 
to F,. when U ‘, U” E FL, V E F,., U’ n Vf {1 imply U” f~ V = 6% 
Definition 1.7. A family F:_ of distinct paths of FC is called interse&@ with respect 
tcr F, when U E F,, implies the existence of some ‘1’ E F: so that U n Vf k!. 
Theorem 1.8. In arty bi -prrrh systeill (P ; Fu, F,: ). 
max IF,:\ = min 1F$ 
where FI, is indeperadenr and FI. is intersecting. 
Proof. The inequality max 6 min is trivial. The following algorithm finds an 
independent system F& and an intersecting system F:., with the same cardinalty. 
At first let FL and F:. be empty. Every step consists of two parts. In the first part 
of each step we join the path U, of FU to F: if j is the tnaximum index such that 1.1, 
is disjoint to every path V of Ft. (By the index condition the maximaliry of j means 
that U, is the farthest from the root among all paths of that type.) 
In the second part j\lin path Vt of F, to F:. when i is t3e minimum index such that 
Vi intersects that paths C, which was joined to F,: in the first part of the current 
step. Such a Vi surely exists by the definition of a &path system. 
The algorithm stops when the first part of the following step can not be rcatized 
(since the desired U, does not exist). We prove that the algorithm leads to fhc 
required systems. 
(a) IF:/ = 1 F:,f is obvious, 
(b) F: is independent with respect to Ft.. 
Otherwise there were U,. U, E FL, Vt E F’ such that U, f7 V, f id and U, n V, f 8. 
Suppose j > 1. This means that Ur is joined to Ir=i later than V,. Let CC be the path 
joined to FL in the same step as Uj. By the construfztion h 6 i. Now i > I means that 
the initial vertex of &I, is not farther to the root than that of U, and i 2 h means 
that the initial vertex of Vk is not farther to thlf e root than that of VI, moreover 
U1 n Vk = $3, by the construction. Hence U, n t’! = cd, a contradiction. 
(c) F:, is intersecting with respect to F,,. 
If VI E FL the Vi being joined to FC in the same step as U,, intersects U,. IJ, 6? FI 
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means that UI was not joined to FL because there was a path Vi of FL such that 
Uj n v; # 0I 
The flowchart of the algorithm is as given in Fbg. 2. 
Fig. 2. Algorithm for Fw = {U,, . . . , U,}, F, = (V,, . . . , V,}. 
Corollary 1.9. In a path hypetgtaph (P, F,) tCre maximum number 6f pairwiw 
disjoint paths is equal to the minimrcim nupnb4~ of covering uetiices, 
Proof. Let us apply Theorem 1.8, for the h-path system (P ; F,, F,) in tbe case 
when F, consists of paths with one vertex each; every vertex of the arhorescence P
is a path in F=. 
is equal to the wraximum number of vertices frum which every path coniains at most. 
one. 
Proof. Apply Theorem 1.8 for the K-path system (P; Fti. F, ). this time F,, consists 
of paths with me vertex each. 
Remark. The above a&xithm can be translated easily tc! the case of a patI1 
hypergraph. 
Definition 1.11. Let (P; E,, FC) k a hi-path system and assign a hypcrgraph H to 
this system as fallows: the vertex scf Ft. = {v,, . . . , v,,) of H corresponds to F,. and 
the edge set FU = {& . . . , 0, } of H corresponds ~1 F,. v, E fi, if and only if 
V, 17 U, # 8. The hypergraph H is called ? bi -path hypergmph. 
Proposition 1.12. The dual, the subhypergruph und the partial hypergraph of 14 
bi -path one is Q bi -path hypergraph again. 
Obvious! 
It easy tar check, by the Theorem I.8 and the definition that in a bi -prrrh 
hypergraph M, u(H) = 7(H), that is the maximum number of disjoint edges is equal 
to the minimum number of covering points. By Proposition 1.12 every subhyper- 
graph has this property therefore a b&path hypergraph is balanced. 
Observe that any b&path hypergraph is bafanced but not necessaritly unimodu- 
lar as the example in Fig. 3 implies. 
Fv = I1,2,3,41 
?l 
= (r1,2,3,4.J,!1,2), 
u,3q1,411 
This example indicates that the c:Jncept of the bi-path hypergraphs is mr)r6: 
gerreral than that of the path hypergraphs. This foltaws also from the fact that the 
dual of a path hypergraph is not a path hypergraph in general (Fig. I?).’ 
P : 
2. 
in the sequel we arc going to prove two theorems and algorithms concerning 
bi-pat h systems. 
Assign a zDn-negative integer d, f=: d( U,) to every path U, for j = 1,2,. . . , k and 
:: iion-negative integer c, = c(V,) to every path Vi for i = 1,2,.. .,m. 
Definition 2.1. A system FL of no: ._lccessarity distinct paths of FW is called 
c-independenf with respect o F,, if every path V of F., intersects at most c(V) 
paths of I”:. FI, is called d-allowed if every path U of F8, occurs in FL at most d(U) 
t imcs. 
Detinition 2.2. A u-covering system 5 e= 0, U D,, consists of come distinct paths 
of FU ( = 5,), and ail the paths ( = I),) of FM which are rijloint to all the paths of 
D,. The weighf s(D) of a u-covering system is defined as the sum of numbers (c, or 
d, ) assigned to the paths of D. 
Theorem 2.3. maxfF:l = min s(5) where F: is d-allowed and c-independent with 
rcspcct to FO and 5 is a u-covering system. 
Proof. (1) max G min. Let FI be c -independent d-allowed and 5 u -covering. The 
number of paths of FL which are disjoint to every path of 5, is at most &e~Ud(U). 
The number of paths of F!, which intersect some pathsof 5, is at mast &,,,c(V). 
(2) max = min. By the previous argument he equatity /r;‘t/ = s(5) holds when 
the fallowing three conditions are true. 
(A) Every path U of FI, intersects at most one path of 5,. 
(B] For every path U of 5, the number of copies of 61 in F: is exactly d(U). 
(C) For every path V of 5, the number of paths of FL which intersect V is 
exactly c (V). 
By means-of the f&lowing algurithm we can construct he pair (F:, 5) satkfying 
the three, optimality criterion. The a@rithm consists a%, two psrts, The ~~IWCHW 
produces the system EL (see fig. 5). _ 
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We go through on the paths of F, by descending indices and join to FL the 
maximum number of copies of the current path Uf so that the number of copies of 
U, is at most d(Cf,) and FA preserves the c-independence. 
In the second part of the algorithm we construct D, which alread) determines D, 
and D. Let us consider by ascending indices the paths of FC. We join a path V, to D,, 
if V, intersects exactly c, paths of F’, where F’ denotes the set of paths of FL which 
are disjoint to the paths of the current f?, (see Kg. 61). 
I i 
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By the algorithm the optimality criterions (A) and (C) hold. We have to verify 
criterion (B). Suppose indirectly that there exists a path U1 of D, with the property 
that the number of ;!s copies is Iess than d,. In this case there exists a path V, or” F, 
which intersects exactly ci paths of FL and V, n U, # 8. Clearly Vi is not contained 
in D,, Let V, be of such type with maximal index. Now U, G Ff, and U, n Vi # 8 
imply r > j. Otherwise in the first part of the aIgorithm a further copy of WI should 
be joined to FL. (At this point we use the maximality of i and the fact that in the 
first part we considered the paths of FU by descending indices.) Hence the c, paths 
of FL intersecting V, do not contain any vertex lying between the initial vertex of U, 
and the root of the arborescence. However in this case V, should be joined to D, in 
the second part of the algorithm, a contradiction. 
Let assign a non-negative integer d, = df I/! ) to every path U, of F:, f;:r 
!=-I . ?, . . . . k and a non-negative integer /, = f(\( ) io every path of E’, f&v 
I= !,L..., nz such that for every path V, f(V, )S XI8 lS’ ,,,,d(U). 
n4tt.i~ 2‘4. A system FL of paths of FM is called f-intersecting with respect o Fc 
tf: ~!vc-~ path V, of Fe intersects at least fi paths of ir;‘:. 
Kiowa 2.5. A u-independetlt system 19 = D, U Cl, consists of some distinct 
of Fn ( = &I and all the paths of FM ( = 0”) which intersect at least two 
pai hs crf D, . The weight s (D ) of a u -independent system D is 
where (LAD,) denotes the number of paths of 0, intersected by U. 
‘Theorem 2.6. mini FL/ = max s(D) where FS, is d-allowed f-infetsecting, D is 
u -independmt. 
Proof. (1) max s min. Let F[, be a d-alfowed f-intersecting system and D a 
u-independent system. We can enumerate the paths of FL SO that we consider the 
sum ZVG 3c “(V). H owever this sum k not a lower bound for fF:f because we have 
entmer l;feti srjrne paths several times. We get a valid lower bound for 1 FL/ if 
irlb!r&- : /U)*[fU, D,) - I] from the aforementioned sum for every path U 
in!ssect ,:-! at feast one path of D,. (We must multiply by d(U) because d(U) 
copies oi 2 can occur in FL). The obtained lower bound is just s(D). 
(2) In order to verify the reverse inequality we have ta prove that there exist two 
systems F: and D which satisfy the equality. By the previous argument the 
cardinality of FL is equal to s(D) if and only if the foilowiug three cunditim are 
fulfilted: 
(A) Everv path of FI, intersects at lea;& one path of D,. 
(B) For every path Uj of D, the number of copies of U” OCGWT~IQ in F: is 
~~3~t~~ 4. 
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(C) Every parh V, of D, intersects exactly fi paths of F:. 
By means of the following algorithm we construct he pair (F:, 19) satisfying the 
three optimality criterions. 
The algorithm consists of two parts. In the first one we construct the d-allowc-d 
f-intersecting syrstcm FL. Let US consider the paths of FC by descending order of 
indices. In every step we control whether the considered path V, of Ft is intersected 
at least fi times by paths of the current FL. If the answer is yes we consider the next 
path V, -I of F,. Otherwise we choose the path U, of FU intersecting V, with the 
least index r, provided the number of copies of U, in the current FI is less than d, 
(see Fig. 7). 
i = I? - 
< 
Y 
I 
END 
of the first 
part 
r := min{j f Vj’?Vi # @ and 
the number of copies of 
is Less 
Fig. 7 Ths? constructisn of FI. 
In the second part of the algorithm we construct D, which determines I>. Let us 
consider the paths of FU by ascending indices. We join a path V( to ~1, in that case 
whcrl E’: contains exactly f, paths intersecting V, provided the optimality criterion 
(B) remains true (Fig. 8). 
!‘!Q this algorithm the czptjmality criterions (B) and (C) hold. We have to verify the 
criterion (A). Suppose the contrary, i.e. that there exists a path Vi of FL which is 
Jisjakt to every path of II),. By the first part of the algorithm we can find a path C’, 
af F, for whkh Q f7 Vi # fl and Vi interscc:ts exactly f; paths of FL. Let Y, be such a 
~8th with mMn~m in&xl Since Vi 5% D,, there exists a path U, in FU with the 
foftawing properties: 
fi) the nu#nber of 
(ii) tr, fI Vi f B, 
copies of UT occurring in FI is less than d,, 
intersect 
1 : = 1 + 1 
_I F -J i= m? 
d 
\..,ct, fi ;hs of F; ?/---- 
Fig. H. The construction of D,,. 
(iii) U, intersects a path V,, of D, with iI < i. 
Since V,, n U, = 8 we have I < i. That means using the maximality of i that in the 
first part of the algorithm a further copy of U, instead of U, should be joined to FL. 
Remark. Similarly to the first theorem one could formulate the 2-nd and the 3-rd 
ones and their algorithms concerning path hypergraphs. 
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